Nothing huge to report. Minor arithmetic errors in the model answer for 1(c) (P should be 3/4, R should be 3/5) and 1(d) (DF for cat and the should both be 2) which I picked up when I marked the first paper.

The marks look very bimodal: out of 36 papers there are 9 over 70 and 7 under 40. Not at all sure why that would be—the course is related to COMP24412, but is in no way dependent on it, so I don't think that it can be that students who did COMP24412 will have done well and ones who didn't won't. It is, however, worth noting that the two questions that were closely related to the coursework (2 and 5) had some very high marks, so while they may not have liked the coursework all that much they certainly learnt from it (the exam questions weren't just 'regurgitate the coursework', they were 'answer some stuff that will have been made concrete by the coursework').